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With over 30 years established 
in the kitchen market you can 
trust you are buying assured 
quality. 

HERE TODAY

HERE
 tomorrow

years
Ranges

With 23 door ranges 
and even more finishes 
and textures, you are 
guaranteed to be able 
to find your perfect 
style choice.

years experience
The team working behind On-Trend 
has over a hundred years of combined 
experience, so you can rest assured you 
are in capable hands with our brand.

QUALITY
All of our ranges are tested and approved 
by FIRA, which ensures you receive a 
high quality product. Our ranges are also 
FSC certified meaning our products are 
responsibly sourced.

Ethical & TestedEVOLVING
THE RANGE IS 

constantly 
BEING REFRESHED 
& REINVIGORATED.

ONLINE 
PRESENCE
Follow us on social media for 
design and kitchen ideas, 
plus info on new releases.

/ONTRENDKITCHENS

Why Choose the On-Trend Collection?



Lucente Matt 

Vivo Gloss 

Find the 
right kitchen 
to suit your 
home.
You’ve got lots of things to consider when 
purchasing a new kitchen. Do you want the style 
to match your property, to match your taste or 
are you looking for something totally unique? 
Kitchens aren’t something you purchase 
regularly so take your time researching as you 
consider style, finish, colour and design. Your 
On-Trend retailer will advise you on design to 
ensure you maximise your storage space from a 
practical point of view and simultaneously create 
a designer space to be proud of.

Oxford

Newmarket
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Paint to Order
On-Trend offers a vast colour palette but we 
appreciate that everybody is unique! If you 
want a unique kitchen to match your unique 
personality then our paint to order service is 
for you. Choose from even more colours which 
we’ve segregated into warm and 
cool or ask us to colour match 
your favourite paint colour, 
all we need is a  colour reference. 
You really can have any colour 
you want.
 What's

Different
Curves
Soften the lines in your kitchen with the 
fabulous curves in On-Trend. We offer 
curved doors in almost every range 
and the majority have 3 size options 
too. Look out for our 895mm high 
curves that are ideal for rooms with 
taller ceilings and where storage is at a 
premium. Our 1245mm curves make 
stunning statement pieces and are also 
used for creating media stations.

Sleek Design
Everyone dreams of a beautiful kitchen and 
at On-Trend we’ve got the products to make 
those designer dreams come true. From 
Lucente corner posts that mirror the J pull 
door for symmetrical design through to the 
hugely fashionable Stratto range, every aspect 
of the On-Trend collection has been carefully 
considered. Look for our designer choices too 
if you need any more inspiration! 

Traditional Heaven
We’ve seen a resurgence in demand for traditional styled products over the last few years as 
homeowners embrace the character of their home and the more ornate accessories within 
traditional ranges. If you want to live in Traditional Heaven, then On-Trend is the brand for 
you with a vast array of doors, colours, handles and traditional features such as mantels, 
pilasters and Belfast sinks.

Superior Finish
A kitchen is a considerable investment and 
the On-Trend range is meticulously tested 
to ensure we provide kitchens of the highest 
quality. All of our furniture products are FIRA 
Gold certified, the industry’s independent 
guarantee of quality and FSC certified, 
assuring you of our commitment towards 
responsible sourcing. Look for our mirror like 
painted finishes and tactile matt products that 
give you a kitchen to be proud of.
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Choosing 
your perfect 
kitchen

We’ve got every major kitchen door 
style and substrate covered from slab 
to handleless and contemporary to 
traditional. Pick a style that suits your 
home, your taste, your lifestyle or all 3!

Style
From light tones to dark tones, neutral 
to statement colour and personalise 
your own colour, On-Trend has it all.

Colour

Work with a designer to maximise your 
room space and get the most from your 
new kitchen. L shapes, galleys and C 
shapes are some of the most popular 
designs now.

Layout
Our kitchen ranges have vast accessory 
options to enhance your design and 
create specific feature areas.

Accessories
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Ultra Modern Even Spaces Modern New Build

Classic Versatile Semi Victorian High Ceilings Semi

Style Matching
What type of house do you live in?

Town House Central Living Quirky Country Flat

Modern City Apartment Traditional Terrace Low Ceilings Country Cottage
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Do you want to 
match your type of 
home or stick with 
your own personal 
style ideas?

Personal 
Style

Ultra modern, 
even spaces

Modern 
new build

Modern city
apartment

Classic 
versatile semi

Town house 
central living

Quirky 
country flat

Victorian 
semi

Traditional 
terrace

Country 
cottage

Minimalist 
Modern

Don't forget to pick up 
finishing touches! You will 

find sinks, space saving 
solutions, handles and more 

throughout the brochure.

Choosing your 
kitchen...

Uber 
Contemporary

Oxford
1 piece shaker style

Stratto
5 piece shaker style

Coniston, 
Glacier & Lastra

True handleless Slab

Glacier & Lastra 
Gloss & Matt

Slab Doors

Classic
Favourites

Period
Traditional 

Linear
Slab Textured Doors 

Vivo
Gloss & Matt 

True handleless Slab

Vero True 
handleless rail 

system

Coniston
Variety of styles

Stratto
Matt True 

handleless Shaker

Linear
Textured True 

Handleless Slab

Newmarket
5 piece shaker 

Cambridge 
 5 piece shaker

Windsor
 5 piece shaker

Lucente 
Gloss & Matt 
J Pull Handleless

Ascot
1 piece shaker style

Vivo+ 
Gloss & Matt
Slab Door

Cartmel 
5 piece shaker
Wood grain e�ect 
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Mix&
Match

Eclectic Kitchens...
Kitchens are hugely personal so why not bring out your 
own design flair and mix colours or textures throughout the 
kitchen? Mix light and dark tones to create contrasting work 
stations or to interject more interest in a long run of kitchen 
units. A different colour on an island helps to create a real 
feature while mixing the woodgrain finishes with the grey 
palette is highly “On-Trend”!

The choices are endless...

Dust Grey Light Grey

Indigo Blue White

12 1312 13



Uber Contemporary
Vivo, Stratto, Linear, Glacier, Lastra & Coniston

If you want the ultimate in contemporary 
kitchen design then you’re in the right 
place. Our Vero rail system creates true 
handleless kitchens with breathtaking linear 
design and simplicity. With numerous gloss, 
matt and woodgrain fascia options, your 
uber contemporary kitchen will be one to 
be proud of. 

14 1514 15



Vero True
Handleless
Rail System
Welcome to the uber contemporary world of true handleless kitchens with our 
Vero rail profile system. This intelligent system works cleverly with your cabinet 
to effectively create finger space to make using your kitchen simple. The result 
is a minimalist Germanic styled kitchen that makes a stunning statement in your 
home. Vero has options for gloss, matt and grained finishes, the choice is yours!

Available Rail Colours:

Silver Graphite Rose Gold

1716



Handleless Rail System

Vivo 
Gloss
for Vero

White

Light
Grey

Ivory Cashmere

Made in
Italy

Anthracite

Choose from six painted gloss colours to make your 
designer kitchen come true with the Vero handleless 
rail system.

Anthracite

White & Cashmere

Dust
Grey

18 19



Light Grey

Ivory

Dust Grey

2120



Made in
Italy

Handleless Rail System

Vivo 
Matt
for Vero

White Light
GreyCashmere

Anthracite

Combine two of the latest kitchen trends with highly 
tactile Vivo matt doors and the Vero rail system for a 
stunning contemporary kitchen.

Indigo

Dust 
Grey

Indigo

2322



Anthracite & Light Grey

Dust Grey

White Cashmere

24 25



Vivo Matt Paint 
to Order for Vero

What is paint to order?
Vivo’s minimalist lines make it an obvious choice for a true handleless kitchen 
and now you can choose it from our paint to order service too. Our 3 rail colours 
complement or contrast beautifully with our chosen 23 strong palette or use our 
colour match service for a truly unique look.
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Cool Palette
The cool palette is highly on trend with 
dust grey and blues particularly popular at 
the moment.

Smoke Blue

Super 
White White Light

Grey
Silver
Grey

Dust
Grey Fjord DenimIndigo

Blue
Smoke

Blue

Onyx
Grey

Midnight
Blue

Chalkstone Warm Palette
Warm tones inject life into the kitchen and 
are highly flexible with other decorative 
colours. Sage green and French grey create a  
Mediterranean aesthetic.

Dakar

Porcelain Cashmere Mussel Dakar Stone
Grey

Sage 
Green

French
Grey LavaWhite

Grey
Taupe
Grey

Pebble
Grey

28 29



Handleless Rail System

Stratto
for Vero

White Light
Grey

Embrace 2 fashionable trends with 60mm narrow 
frame Stratto and true handleless design with 4 best 
selling door colours.

Light Grey & Indigo

Dust 
Grey

White

Indigo
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Handleless Rail System

Linear
for Vero

6 textured doors to help you create the 
ultimate contemporary true handleless 
kitchen. Use them on their own or mix 
them with solid colours.

Shorewood

Anthracite 
Mountain Larch

Natural
Halifax Oak

White
Halifax Oak

Shorewood

Truffle Brown 
Denver Oak

Natural 
Kendal Oak

Made in
UK

32 33



Handleless Rail System

Glacier 
for Vero

The ultra high gloss finish of Glacier makes 
it an ideal choice to use in conjunction with 
the Vero rail system.

Made in
UK Black

Handleless Rail System

Lastra 
for Vero

Combine two trends with the tactile super 
matt door finish of Lastra and the Vero rail 
system for the latest in kitchen fashion.

Graphite Dust
Grey

Cashmere Mussel White

Fjord

Stone Grey

Stone
Grey

Light
Grey

Made in
UK

Black Graphite

Cashmere Sand
Beige Jasmine White

Dust
Grey

Metallic
Blue

Metallic
Champagne

Light
Grey

Metallic
Anthracite
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Handleless Rail System

Coniston
Premier
for Vero

Explore even more options for the Vero rail 
system with Coniston Premier with over 30 
colours and finishes. Mixing 2 Coniston colours 
within Vero creates that extra wow factor. Cashmere Oak

Dakar Oak

Dust Grey Oak

Graphite Oak

Grey Avola

Stone Grey Oak

Grey Bardolino Oak

Ivory Oak

Light Grey Oak

Lissa Oak

Satin Coastland

Light Concrete

White Coastland

Dark Concrete

Maple

Matt Cashmere

Matt Dakar

Matt Dust Grey

Matt Light Grey

Matt Stone Grey

Matt Onyx Grey

Matt Mussel

Mussel Oak

Matt White Grey

Swiss Pear

Vanilla Textured

Pale Cream

White Coastland

Light Hickory

White Avola

White Oak

White Textured

Graphite Oak & Matt Light Grey Made in
UK
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Minimalist
Modern

Beautiful design, minimalist lines and low 
maintenance make both Lucente and Vivo+ 
ranges ideal for today’s busy lifestyles. Lucente 
offers a sleek J pull door with a stunning painted 
mirror like finish in both gloss and matt finishes. 
Vivo+ is our premium slab door with options again 
in gloss and matt with an outstanding painted 
surface finish. Lucente and Vivo+ offer the latest 
fashionable colour palettes and some designer 
accessories to add definition to your new kitchen. 
Glacier and Lastra offer different colour and finish 
options in a slab design.
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The
Lucente
Collection

Paint to 
Order

Made in
Italy

External
Curves

Our Lucente range has a crisp J profile creating contemporary 
handleless kitchens with a minimalist look that’s highly On-Trend 
throughout the UK. Lucente is available in an array of gloss and 
matt finishes to suit your personal preference. The 22mm thick 
door provides added durability while the painted finish is your 
assurance of quality. Take inspiration from some of our image 
choices and look at some of our designer accessories to create a 
bespoke unique look.

4140



Lucente 
Gloss

RUFFORD
The minimalist design 
of Rufford is a great 
match for Lucente.

Why not mix and match your 

door colours? Anthracite and 

Light Grey complement each 

other perfectly.

Designer Choices

150MM ELITE 
PULL OUT UNIT
We recommend this 
storage solution for 
any kitchen! 

Cream

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

SOLDAN FLEXIBLE 
LED STRIP LIGHTING
LED strip lighting creates 
that sophisticated sleek 
look when placed under 
wall cabinets.

Dust Grey

SHAPED ACCESSORIES
Lucente allows for a super 
designer kitchen with its 
shaped accessories. Shaped 
end posts on an island 
creates a flowing aesthetic.

SEVERN
Severn’s soft curved features 
are a natural partner to a 
Lucente kitchen.

Carefully selected 
accessories chosen  
to inspire you when 
styling your Lucente 
Gloss kitchen.
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Lucente Gloss 
Dust Grey& White
Handleless Gloss finish 

Dust Grey is a mid tone colour 
that offers both warmth and 
flexibility to complement and 
contrast with other colours in 
the kitchen. 

Cream

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey

4544



Lucente Gloss Anthracite
Handleless Gloss finish 

This On-Trend, cutting edge design 
offers uncompromising style with its 
sleek, contemporary look. Lucente 
Anthracite will make a bold statement 
in any room.

Cream

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey
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Lucente Gloss Cream
Handleless Gloss finish 

Classic and chic; the Lucente Cream 
high gloss handleless door creates a warm 
and welcoming setting. The introduction 
of curved doors brings with it a softer and 
bespoke aesthetic. 

Lucente Gloss White
Handleless Gloss finish 

Create a powerful statement with the 
ultra contemporary and minimalist 
Lucente White handleless door. The 
clean lines flow effortlessly around 
the furniture to give a simple and 
uncomplicated exclusive look.

Cream

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey
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The cashmere tone exudes warmth and 
is an increasingly popular alternative 
to cream. Curved units soften design 
lines and are suitable for both island and 
straight run design.

Lucente Gloss Cashmere
Handleless Gloss finish 

Cream

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey
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Lucente Gloss Light Grey
Handleless Gloss finish 

For a sleek and contemporary kitchen, choose 
the ultra-chic Lucente Gloss Light Grey 
handleless door. This cutting-edge design offers 
uncompromised style whilst leading the trend; 
perfect for the design savvy customer.

Cream

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey
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Lucente 
Matt

Designer Choices

BECK CHROME
The sleek design of Beck Chrome 
is combined with twin lever 
practicality, making it ideal for 
Lucente kitchens.

MATRIX
An undermount sink enhances 
the minimalist nature of Lucente.

Why not mix and match 
your door colours? We have 
23 paint to order colours 
available. Our French Grey 
from Paint to Order dovetails 
beautifully with White.

SOLDAN FLEXIBLE 
LED STRIP LIGHTING
LED strip lighting creates 
that sophisticated sleek 
look when placed under 
wall cabinets.

Carefully selected 
accessories to inspire 
you when styling your 
Lucente Matt kitchen.

BLOCK 2.0  PULL OUT BINS
Maximise floor space with an 
integrated waste solution, a 
minimalist look for a minimalist 
kitchen. 

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey

Indigo
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The warm tone of cashmere makes a 
stunning impact in a matt handleless 
kitchen. Bi-fold wall units add to the 
contemporary feeling, providing design  
lead functionality. 

Lucente Matt Cashmere
Handleless Matt finish 

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey

Indigo
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Lucente Matt Anthracite
Handleless Matt finish 

The darker tone of anthracite 
provides real depth to a kitchen 
while careful planning creates 
minimalist lines to be proud of.

Light grey is a cool contemporary 
colour favourite and a natural inclusion 
in the Lucente range. Darker worktops 
contrast beautifully for a kitchen with 
serious impact.

Lucente Matt Light Grey
Handleless Matt finish 

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey

Indigo
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Lucente Matt White
Handleless Matt finish 

Make practical solutions a feature with 
the use of a custom built timber wine rack.

The simplicity of a matt white finish 
makes it an ideal choice for Lucente’s 
minimalist design. Maximise your space 
and practicality with smaller pull out units 
around your cooking zone.

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey

Indigo
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Combine three trends with the 
highly tactile matt finish, the hugely 
popular tone of Dust Grey and the 
contemporary minimalist look of 
the J pull Lucente door. Adding in 
an accent colour like Anthracite 
pictured here will add real depth to 
your kitchen.

Lucente Matt 
Dust Grey & Anthracite

Handleless Matt finish 

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey

Indigo
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Lucente Matt Indigo
Handleless Matt finish 

Combine the Althia tap with the contemporary chic of a Matrix 
undermount sink to complement the lavish tones of a Lucente Matt 
Indigo kitchen.

Indigo is the hottest colour trend in 
kitchens at the moment adding depth 
and impact to create a space with 
genuine wow factor.

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey

Indigo
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matt
finish

Lucente
Paint to 
Order
What is paint to order?
The Lucente range offers a vast choice of colours 
in both gloss and matt finishes but if you’ve not yet 
found a colour that’s for you, then our paint to order 
service is bound to put a smile on your face! We’ve 
chosen a colour palette of 23 that covers the most 
requested colours across the country and if that isn’t 
enough, we also offer a colour match service. Simply 
bring a colour reference to your retailer and we’ll 
match your door colour to it. You really can have any 
colour you want.

6766



Cool Palette
Our contemporary Lucente door has been a firm 
favourite for years and is also available in a cool hand 
painted matt finish. The cool palette offers a beautiful 
selection of whites and grey tones, that are established 
in the UK market, while blue is an emerging choice 
that offers a highly fashionable kitchen.

Onyx Grey

Chalkstone

Super 
White White Light

Grey
Silver
Grey

Dust
Grey Fjord DenimIndigo

Blue
Smoke

Blue

Onyx
Grey

Midnight
Blue

Chalkstone

Warm Palette
Choose a minimalist Lucente kitchen from any one 
of our warm colour palette choices and you’ll create 
a kitchen to be proud of. Our warm colours create 
an inviting feel to the kitchen and can be perfectly 
complemented by more neutral wall and floor colours.

Lava

Pebble Grey

Porcelain Cashmere Mussel Dakar Stone
Grey

Sage 
Green

French
Grey LavaWhite

Grey
Taupe
Grey

Pebble
Grey
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The
Vivo+
Collection
Vivo+ is the perfect choice for modern living. A simple, easy to 
clean shape without any of those dust and dirt traps to slow your 
daily routine down. Vivo+ is available in both high gloss and tactile 
matt finishes with a multitude of popular colour choices. Vivo+ 
doesn’t compromise on quality either with both the door front and 
edge being painted for a seamless aesthetic. Why not introduce 
some curves to soften your kitchen lines?

Paint to 
Order

Made in
Italy

External
Curves

7170



Vivo+
Gloss

Designer Choices

NERON SINGLE BOWL SINK
Choose a simple sink design to 
complement your Vivo kitchen, 
Neron is a great option.

Why not mix and match your 

door colours? Dust Grey and 

White make a soft contrast.

ALTHIA SINGLE LEVER TAP
The smooth cylindrical lines of 
Althia replicate the simplicity and 
beauty of Vivo+.

SOLDAN FLEXIBLE 
LED STRIP LIGHTING
Use flexible LED strip 
lighting to create     
 additional ambience 
 below wall or base units.

Carefully selected 
accessories to inspire you 
when styling your Vivo+ 
Gloss kitchen.

D-LITE
This simple but effective 
handle complements 
the smooth slab design.

Ivory

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey
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Vivo+ Gloss Cashmere
Slab Gloss finish 

Our popular Vivo+ range quickly 
became synonymous with quality 
and value, the subtle neutral tones 
of Cashmere are sure to lend an air 
of warmth to any room.

Simplistic, symmetrical kitchen design creates outstanding aesthetics.

Ivory

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey
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Vivo+ Gloss Light Grey
Slab Gloss finish 

Vivo+ Gloss Light Grey brings a fresh 
and contemporary look to any kitchen, 
with its strong lines and high gloss finish. 
This kitchen says modern living; the 
perfect choice for the 21st century. 

Vivo+ Gloss Ivory
Slab Gloss finish 

The timeless colour of Ivory is a firm 
favourite in the Vivo+ range with 3 curved 
door sizes adding a contemporary element 
to kitchen design.

Ivory

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey
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Vivo+ Gloss 
Dust Grey & Anthracite
Slab Gloss finish 

Grey is the colour of the moment and 
here we’re combining the mid tone of dust 
grey with the darker tone of anthracite 
to make a highly impactful and on trend 
kitchen. Open shelving creates a feature 
area while positioning ovens at mid level 
makes for ergonomically friendly cooking.

Ivory

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey
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Vivo+ Gloss White
Slab Gloss finish 

Contemporary or classic: the Vivo+ 
Gloss White door has a clean, timeless 
design that can be used to create 
any desired kitchen aesthetic.  Use 
bridging units above drawer units for a 
symmetrial design.

Ivory

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey
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Vivo+
Matt

Designer Choices

LINEAR FLAIR
This angular design 
tap is a natural 
partner to a Vivo+ 
kitchen.

DUNE SINK
The contemporary tone and 
lines of Dune look perfect in 
Vivo+ matt kitchens.

Why not mix and match 

your door colours? 

Anthracite and White 

look perfect in a matt 

kitchen. FLAT END T BAR
Make your door the 
emphasis of your kitchen 
by selecting a minimalist 
handle design.

PICKA PLINTH 
LED LIGHT
Plinth lighting creates 
additional ambience and 
mood in the kitchen.

Carefully selected 
accessories chosen 
to inspire you when 
styling your Vivo+
Matt kitchen.

Indigo

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey
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Vivo+ Matt White
Slab Matt finish 

The UK’s most popular colour choice for 
kitchens is now available in a soft matt 
finish. Use curves to create an effortless 
flow to the kitchen.

Indigo

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey
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Vivo+ Matt Anthracite
Slab Matt finish 

Anthracite provides a striking darker 
tone accentuated by the slab design of 
the Vivo+ door. Maximise accessibility 
in the kitchen with both drawers and 
larder units.

Vivo+ Matt Cashmere
Slab Matt finish 

Cashmere exudes a richer tone that’s 
suited to both neutral and darker 
surrounding colours. Incorporating 
equal sized units creates a pleasing 
symmetrical look.

Indigo

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey
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Vivo+ Matt 
Dust Grey & Anthracite
Slab Matt finish 

Combine 2 trends here with the highly 
tactile painted matt finish that’s surging 
in popularity alongside the mid tone of 
dust grey, a colour that’s becoming a 
firm favourite in the UK. Dust grey and 
anthracite are also perfect for a solid two 
tone kitchen or mix with one of our Linear 
ranges that has shades of grey running 
through the textured effect.

Indigo

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey
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Vivo+ Matt Light Grey
Slab Matt finish 

Larder banks create a dramatic impression particularly with a lighter kitchen tone.

Our light grey colour tone brings style, air 
and contemporary feeling to a door range 
that’s hugely popular and practical from a 
maintenance viewpoint. Create different zones 
subtly to improve your kitchen’s usability.   

Indigo

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey
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Vivo+ Matt Indigo
Slab Matt finish 

With home working now common for 
many of us in the UK, why not seamlessly 
integrate a work space into your kitchen in 
the bold tone of Indigo?

Indigo

Cashmere

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey
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matt
finish

Vivo+

Paint to 
Order
What is paint to order?
Vivo’s minimalist and simplistic door design can be 
highly personalised with the choice of our 23 deep 
colour palette or taken to another level with our 
bespoke colour match service. Choosing Vivo in 
paint to order colour match ensures you have a door 
style that stands the test of time in a colour that’s as 
unique as you are. 

94 9594



Cool Palette
Vivo embraces an even more contemporary feel when 
painted in one of our 12 colour choices in the cool 
palette. Indigo and midnight blue are both relatively 
new additions but are gaining rapidly in popularity.

Midnight Blue

Super 
White White Light

Grey
Silver
Grey

Dust
Grey Fjord DenimIndigo

Blue
Smoke

Blue

Onyx
Grey

Midnight
Blue

Chalkstone

Warm Palette
Our warm palette of 11 strong colours injects vibrancy 
into the room and is often twinned with more simplistic 
neutral décor. Vivo’s solid door makes it a perfect 
choice for simple kitchen designs while symmetrical 
design never goes out of fashion.

Pebble Grey

Porcelain Cashmere Mussel Dakar Stone
Grey

Sage 
Green

French
Grey LavaWhite

Grey
Taupe
Grey

Pebble
Grey
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Choose 
On-Trend
for Quality

9898

with painted finishes

Our Lucente door is made from 22mm MDF, vacuum sealed on exposed edges, primed and then given 2 coats of polyurethane 
paint. We've even got a colour co-ordinated reverse, but while kitchen doors might look the same, the reality is quite different.

Lucente

COMMON PROBLEMS WITH TYPICAL J PULL DOORS:

PEELING VINYL BUBBLED VINYL

Avoid peeling and 

bubbling with our 

painted finish!

Vivo is manufactured from 18mm MDF and finished in the same process as Lucente. Ensure you know exactly what you’re buying and how long you 

want it to last for. 

Vivo+

COMMON PROBLEMS WITH TYPICAL SLAB DOORS:

Painted finishes

Edges are sealed and painted

18-22mm Door Thickness

High quality materials

What makes Lucente & Vivo different?

PEELING VINYL

Vinyl doors are glued  
and have the propensity 
to peel when exposed to 
the regular steam of a 
kettle or heat of an oven.

CHIPBOARD

Chipboard can be 
used as a door substrate 
but can blow and raise 
when exposed to water. 
Not a good combination 
for a kitchen.

BUBBLED VINYL

Vinyl doors start to 
bubble before peeling 
creating an unsightly look 
that can’t be repaired.

PEELING EDGES

Look out for peeling 
edges that can flap and 
irritate you. It’s common 
in kitchens and home and 
office furniture.
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Glacier 
& Lastra

External
Curves

Glacier and Lastra offer super gloss 
and super matt finishes to suit your 
preference. Glacier also offers two 
edging choices to create a more 
individualised look.  

Made in
UK

Glacier Metallic Blue Lastra Light Grey

Glacier Cashmere
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Glacier 

Black Graphite

Cashmere Sand
Beige Jasmine White

Dust
Grey

Metallic
Blue

Dust Grey & Light Grey

Metallic
Champagne

Light
Grey

Glacier doors with a gloss finish are 
ideally suited for the sleek modern 
kitchen with the flexibility of made 
to order sizes, curved and glazed 
doors. Two edging options help to 
further personalise the look.

Matching 
laser edge

Dual edge

Slab Gloss finish 

Metallic
Anthracite Graphite Dust

Grey

Cashmere Mussel White

Fjord

Fjord

Stone
Grey

Light
Grey

Lastra 
With matt finishes being highly  
on-trend, the Lastra door collection 
offers a super matt finish with 
multiple colour choices.

Slab Matt finish 
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Differing textures within the kitchen are becoming increasingly 
common, creating different workspaces and feature areas. Linear 
doors can either be used to create complete kitchens on their own 
or combined with a solid colour for a stunning two tone kitchen. If 
you’re fashion conscious and looking to make a striking designer 
statement then Linear is the choice for you.

The
Linear
Collection

Made in
UK
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Linear

UNDER SINK PULL OUT
Any modern kitchen should have 
intelligent storage solutions. Our 
Dynamic under-sink wirework 
looks great whilst being cleverly 
hidden to maintain continuity.  

MATRIX UNDERMOUNT SINK
Matrix bowl and a half sink offers 
practicality but without compromise 
on design.

Complement our Linear 
range with the Vivo+ 
Collection to create a 
stylish contrast in your 
kitchen. 

PRIME SINGLE 
LEVER TAP
Single lever taps add 
a touch of decadence 
to a contemporary 
Linear kitchen.

STEINA VECTRA
LED LIGHT
Increase the 
functionality in your 
kitchen with task 
lighting discreetly 
placed under shelving. 

BLOCK HANDLE
Pair a Linear kitchen with 
the block handle for a 
contemporary finish. 

Designer Choices

Anthracite 
Mountain Larch

Natural
Halifax Oak

White
Halifax Oak

Shorewood

Truffle Brown 
Denver Oak

Natural 
Kendal Oak
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Slab textured finish 

Linear 
Shorewood

Shorewood takes inspiration from grey-brown 
tones that are an ever-popular favourite. The 
subtle but realistic texture, adds uniqueness 
and character to the ultra-modern kitchen. 
This design looks great on its own but also 
mixes well with solid colours such as White and 
Cashmere.

Linear Anthracite 
Mountain Larch
Slab textured finish 

Anthracite Mountain Larch boasts soft grooves 
and replicates the effect of woodgrain texture. 
The attractive grey tones enrich our Vivo+ 
gloss white to create distinction within an 
ultra-modern kitchen. 

Anthracite 
Mountain Larch

Natural
Halifax Oak

White
Halifax Oak

Shorewood

Truffle Brown 
Denver Oak

Natural 
Kendal Oak
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Slab textured finish 

Linear Truffle 
Brown Denver Oak

Truffle Brown Denver Oak boasts a spectrum 
of colour interplay, mixing cool and warm tones 
to give you a design that is complementary to 
almost any colour! The soft, smooth finish is 
realistic and Scandinavian in design, making a 
kitchen feel spacious and light. 

Use full height larders to hide away kitchen clutter 
and achieve a bespoke space.

Anthracite 
Mountain Larch

Natural
Halifax Oak

White
Halifax Oak

Shorewood

Truffle Brown 
Denver Oak

Natural 
Kendal Oak
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Slab textured finish 

Linear Natural Halifax Oak creates a 
light and airy kitchen with the visual 
effect of real oak. The woodgrain is 
true to touch, with intricate groove 
detail and real feel wood knots - 
without the splinters! 

Linear Natural
Halifax Oak

Anthracite 
Mountain Larch

Natural
Halifax Oak

White
Halifax Oak

Shorewood

Truffle Brown 
Denver Oak

Natural 
Kendal Oak
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Slab textured finish 

Linear White
Halifax Oak

Linear White Halifax Oak is subtle in colour and 
exquisite in texture. The woodgrain pattern has 
been sculpted to replicate that of real Halifax 
Oak, giving you a timeless modern look. 

Linear Natural 
Kendal Oak
Slab textured finish 

Natural Kendal Oak is one of our most 
popular finishes from the Linear range with 
its simplicity, neutral colour tone and real feel 
design. The natural markings and colour will 
give your kitchen a light and airy feel, while at 
the same time adding a point of difference.   

Anthracite 
Mountain Larch

Natural
Halifax Oak

White
Halifax Oak

Shorewood

Truffle Brown 
Denver Oak

Natural 
Kendal Oak
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Minimalist Modern

Choose 
your handle

A handle is a hugely personal choice so take 
your time when making that decision. Our 
modern handles have simple shapes and 
lines making them perfect partners for the 
Vivo and Linear ranges in particular. Choose 
from sharper squarer design or softer more 
rounded lines. Most handles have size options 
to make them become either a feature or a 
minor detail in your new kitchen. 

D-Lite available in polished chrome 
& antique copper finishes.

1

2

3

4

6

5

1. Bow pointed T bar (satin nickel)  2. Block end bar (brushed steel)  3. Slim bar (satin chrome)  4. Slim T bar (brushed steel)  
5. Flat end T bar ( brushed steel)  6. D-Lite (polished chrome)
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Classic 
Favourites

The shaker design has been a favourite in 
kitchen design for years and in Oxford,  
Stratto, Coniston, Ascot and Newmarket 
we provide 5 styles each with subtle 
differences. Select carefully from more 
contemporary narrower frame widths, 
timber grain effects and a simple matt 
finish that each sit within the shaker 
family. Coniston completes the collection 
with a vast choice of styles and colours.
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The
Oxford
Collection

Made in
Italy

External
Curves

Oxford reinvigorates the shaker door 
style, with a more contemporary 
narrower frame design and tactile 
smooth painted matt finishes for a 
stunning kitchen.
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Oxford

Designer Choices

LUDLOW
Ludlow embraces the traditional 
aspect of the Oxford door 
design with classic swan neck 
spout and twin levers with 
ceramic features.

BELFAST SINK
Emphasise the more traditional 
aspect of Oxford by using a 
feature Belfast sink.

Why not mix and match your 
door colours? Indigo and Light 
Grey make a complementary 
contrast in an Oxford kitchen.

VICTORIAN HANDLE
The cylindrical design of the 
Victorian handle is a perfect 
complement to Oxford and 
emphasises it’s shaker design.

STEINA STENZA LED
Use downlights under wall 
units to create additional 
task lighting, ideal for food 
preparation in particular.

Carefully selected 
accessories chosen to 
inspire you when styling 
your Oxford kitchen.

DRESSER UNIT
Create a practical feature 
unit with a stunning dresser 
that both displays and hides 
your kitchenware.

Ivory

Indigo

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey
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Shaker Matt finish 

Oxford
Light Grey & indigo

The new colourway of Indigo makes a 
stunning statement when mixed with 
the ever popular tone of light grey. 
Use different colours to create defined 
zones within the kitchen. 

Ivory

Indigo

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey
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Accentuate the crisp design of Oxford 
with the colour choice of white. A vast 
array of accessories create features 
throughout the kitchen while white fascias 
allow you to be more adventurous with 
wall and floor colours.    

Oxford White
Shaker Matt finish 

Ivory

Indigo

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey
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Oxford Dust Grey
Shaker Matt finish 

Dust grey is now also available in the 
Oxford range creating a contemporary 
look that oozes class. Tall curves can be 
used to soften the traditional linear larder 
bank and create a unique aesthetic.

Oxford Anthracite
Shaker Matt finish 

Anthracite in Oxford creates a particularly 
striking kitchen, contrasting beautifully 
with lighter coloured wall decoration. 
Introduce plate racks and open shelving to 
create an accessible feature area.

Ivory

Indigo

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey
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Open custom built shelving offers practicality and creates a real 
focal point in the kitchen.

The calming soft hue of Ivory remains a 
UK favourite and suits both traditional 
and contemporary design. Combine 
curved units with open shelving for a 
highly fashionable design.

Oxford Ivory
Shaker Matt finish 

Ivory

Indigo

Light Grey

Anthracite

White

Dust Grey
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New to On Trend, Stratto creates a fresh contemporary angle 
with a shaker door. Offering the latest on trend colours in a 
smooth matt finish with a narrow 60mm frame, Stratto will 
appeal to all generations.

The
Stratto
Collection

132

Made in
Italy

External
Curves
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Stratto

Designer Choices

2 TONE KITCHENS
Mix and match your door 
colours with Indigo and 
White for a gorgeous 
contrasting design. 

TATTON SINK
Ceramic sinks offer the 
ultimate in hygiene with 
a crisp polished finish.

D LITE HANDLE
The sleek contemporary 
design of the D Lite handle 
complements a Stratto kitchen 
beautifully.

FULL HEIGHT DOORS
Use full height doors on 
larder units for a bespoke 
look!

YOUR VERY OWN BAR
Create your very own at 
home bar with Stratto’s wide 
range of accessories.

Indigo

Light Grey

White

Dust Grey

Carefully selected 
accessories chosen 
to inspire you when 
styling your Stratto 
kitchen.
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Stratto is perfect for linear design and 
rooms of different sizes. Incorporate 
glazed units for feature wall areas while 
a square profiled handle co-ordinates 
with the door aesthetic.

Stratto Indigo
Shaker Matt finish 
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Indigo

Light Grey

White

Dust Grey
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Stratto White
Shaker Matt finish

Stratto is an ideal choice for simplistic 
design with the introduction of curves 
creating a smooth flow to the kitchen.

Indigo

Light Grey

White

Dust Grey
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Stratto is equally effective as a two tone 
kitchen, illustrated here with light grey and dust 
grey. Islands can be used as multifunctional 
areas as shown.

Stratto Light Grey & Dust Grey
Shaker Matt finish 

Indigo

Light Grey

White

Dust Grey
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The
Coniston
Collection

External
Curves

Coniston offers the ultimate in flexibility 
of door and colour with over 20 different 
door styles and colour finishes. Ask your 
retailer about all your options from shaker 
to cathedral arch to tongue and groove, 
there’s something for everyone. 

Made in
UK
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Coniston
Kielder in Matt Mussel & Grey Bardolino

ShakerPremier Malaga Matfen

ColbourneGeneva Alnwick Kielder
Coniston is 

available in 21 
different styles, 
speak to your 

On-Trend retailer for 
more information!

Cashmere Oak

Dakar Oak

Dust Grey Oak

Graphite Oak

Grey Avola

Stone Grey Oak

Grey Bardolino Oak

Ivory Oak

Light Grey Oak

Lissa Oak

Satin Coastland

Light Concrete

White Coastland

Dark Concrete

Maple

Matt Cashmere

Matt Dakar

Matt Dust Grey

Matt Light Grey

Matt Stone Grey

Matt Onyx Grey

Matt Mussel

Mussel Oak

Matt White Grey

Swiss Pear

Vanilla Textured

Pale Cream

White Coastland

Light Hickory

White Avola

White Oak

White Textured

All styles are available in over 30  finishes.

Portree

Monaco
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The
Ascot
Collection

External
Curves

The new Ascot range takes the classic shaker 
door design and takes it to a new contemporary 
level with reduced frame widths and styles. 
Perfect for a multitude of tastes and multi 
generational living, Ascot is bound to become a 
firm favourite quickly.

146

Paint to 
Order

Paint to order range
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Ascot

STEAM SINK
The contemporary 
simplistic design of 
a Steam sink looks 
fabulous in a modern 
Ascot kitchen.

ALTHIA TAP
The slim angular design 
of Althia complements 
the slim linear design 
of Ascot beautifully.

VICTORIAN & ROUND KNOB
Mix and match these handles to complement 
the slim frame design of Ascot.

MIX & MATCH
Go super contemporary 
by matching the trending 
timeless tone of Light Grey 
and Midnight Blue.

Carefully selected 
accessories chosen to 
inspire you when styling 
your Ascot kitchen.

Designer Choices
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Ascot Paint to Order
Slim Frame Shaker

Dust Grey Two tone kitchens create focal points 
and distinct workstations as we’ve shown 
here with 2 shades of the highly popular 
grey palette.

Light Grey
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Cool Palette
Cool by name and cool by nature as 
these colours represent some of the most 
contemporary choices in the kitchen, a great 
choice for emphasising the contemporary 
nature of Ascot.

Smoke Blue

Super 
White White Light

Grey
Silver
Grey

Dust
Grey Fjord DenimIndigo

Blue
Smoke

Blue

Onyx
Grey

Midnight
Blue

Super White

Chalkstone Porcelain
Warm Palette
The warm palette contrasts beautifully with 
more neutral colour décor and makes your 
furniture the highlight of the room. 

Sage Green

Cashmere Mussel Dakar Stone
Grey

Sage 
Green

French
Grey LavaWhite

Grey
Taupe
Grey

Pebble
Grey
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The
Newmarket
Collection
Newmarket explodes the myth that timber kitchens have to be 
traditional. It’s narrow frame design, paired with contemporary 
colours creates a vibrant new look that’ll change the way you think 
about timber kitchens. 

Paint to 
Order

External
Curves
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Newmarket

MATRIX
The minimalist design of Matrix 
looks stunning paired with 
Newmarket’s slim frame design.

Designer Choices

SOLDAN FLEXIBLE LED 
STRIP LIGHTING
LED strip lighting creates 
that sophisticated sleek look 
when placed inside a wall 
cabinet with bottle racks.

CURVED 
ACCESSORIES
Add curves to an island for 
the ultimate wow factor. 
Curves help soften the lines 
in your kitchen creating a 
soft flowing aesthetic.

BECK
Beck’s soft curved features 
add a modern touch to a 
Newmarket kitchen.

Carefully selected 
accessories chosen  
to inspire you when 
styling your 
Newmarket kitchen.

Indigo

Light Grey

Ivory

Dust Grey

COMBI PULL OUT UNIT
We recommend this sleek 
and practical storage solution 
for any kitchen! 
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Dust grey is an ideal colour choice for 
larger spaces. Open wine racks and 
glazed units are perfect for displaying 
your favourite items and creating a 
show home design.

Newmarket Dust Grey
Shaker matt finish 

158

Indigo

Light Grey

Ivory

Dust Grey
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Newmarket Ivory
Shaker matt finish 

Indulge yourself in the multitude of 
Newmarket’s accessories and tall wall 
options for a kitchen with style and 
storage.

Indigo

Light Grey

Ivory

Dust Grey
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Indigo

Light Grey

Ivory

Dust Grey

Shaker matt finish
Newmarket Light Grey Mix contemporary curves 

with traditional features 
like a Belfast sink for an 
eclectic masterpiece.
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Indigo

Light Grey

Ivory

Dust Grey

Shaker matt finish
Newmarket Indigo

Choose copper handles with 
Indigo for a timber kitchen with 
true wow factor.
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matt
finish

Newmarket
Paint to 
Order

What is paint to order?
Take colour to a new level with our paint 
to order palette and colour match service, 
for a timber kitchen that oozes quality and 
individualism.
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Cool Palette
Select from a dozen options if the cool 
palette is the one for you. Chalkstone 
shown is a classic while Midnight Blue is an 
emerging choice.

Super 
White White Light

Grey
Silver
Grey

Dust
Grey Fjord DenimIndigo

Blue
Smoke

Blue

Onyx
Grey

Midnight
Blue

Chalkstone

Chalkstone Porcelain
Warm Palette
Our warm palette includes some pastel 
favourites and trending colours to make 
your Newmarket painted kitchen one to 
be proud of.

French Grey

Cashmere Mussel Dakar Stone
Grey

Sage 
Green

French
Grey LavaWhite

Grey
Taupe
Grey

Pebble
Grey
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Choose 
your handle

A handle is the finishing touch to 
your kitchen and our classic designs 
are extremely versatile so you are 
sure to find something that suits your 
personal style in our collection. Our 
Wave handle in the classic collection 
is available in 3 popular finishes and a 
trending choice in complementing a 
classic look.

Wave is available in polished chrome, 
brushed steel & antique copper finishes.

1

2

3

4

6

5

1. Round end bar (brushed steel)  2. Wave (brushed steel)  3. Block (brushed steel)  4. Lapac (brushed steel)  
5. Corvus (brushed steel)  6. Corvus knob (brushed steel)
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Period 
Traditional
Cartmel      Cambridge   Windsor

Traditional kitchens have seen an upsurge 
in popularity recently as homeowners 
embrace the period features of their 
home. Our Cambridge, Windsor and 
Cartmel ranges offer the quality and 
warmth of true timber combined with a 
multitude of accessory products. Look 
to the traditional ranges for more ornate 
feature products and embrace a kitchen 
that suits the character of your home.
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The
Cartmel
Collection

Paint to 
Order

Made in
Italy

External
Curves

Cartmel creates the aesthetic of 
a timber door with visible grain 
detailing. Create a unique kitchen 
with our hand painted service.
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Cartmel

Designer Choices
ELITE PULL OUT
Any cook or chef’s dream 
kitchen needs space for storage 
and our top quality Elite 
wirework makes your products 
more accessible while hiding a 
multitude of sins.

The classic French Grey 
complements beautifully 
with the clean bright 
Super White in Cartmel, 
highlighting the flexibility 
of the range.

TATTON SINK
A ceramic sink makes a 
classic statement, ideal 
for a Cartmel kitchen.

WAVE HANDLE
The wave handle is now 
available in 3 different finishes 
and is a perfect partner to the 
Cartmel range.

STEINA QUADRO LED
Add lighting underneath cabinets 
and shelving for a minimalist look  
and added ambience.

Carefully selected 
accessories chosen to 
inspire you when styling 
your Cartmel kitchen.

Ivory

Mussel

Light Grey

Indigo

White

Dust Grey

Sage Green

Cashmere

Anthracite
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Cartmel Dust Grey
Shaker Matt finish with Grain Detailing

Dust Grey is now established as a firm favourite 
within the kitchen palette and adds depth and 
definition. This highly fashionable tone illustrates 
the contemporary aspect of Cartmel and is 
demonstrated in our linear kitchen design.

Ivory

Mussel

Light Grey

Indigo

White

Dust Grey

Sage Green

Cashmere

Anthracite
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Create a classic contemporary kitchen 
masterpiece by combining the hugely 
fashionable tone of indigo with the classic 
grained shaker look of Cartmel. Copper 
handles add a fashionable elegance.

Cartmel Indigo
Shaker Matt finish with 
Grain Detailing 

Ivory

Mussel

Light Grey

Indigo

White

Dust Grey

Sage Green

Cashmere

Anthracite
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Cartmel White
Shaker Matt finish with Grain Detailing 

The Steina Kea light is a timeless favourite in kitchens, providing additional task 
lighting for food preparation areas. 

White creates a crisp, chic look when combined 
with the Cartmel shaker door style and provides 
longevity in terms of fashion. Tongue and groove 
panels provide more traditional influence and 
add character to an island unit.

Ivory

Mussel

Light Grey

Indigo

White

Dust Grey

Sage Green

Cashmere

Anthracite
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Cartmel Cashmere
Shaker Matt finish with Grain Detailing

Cashmere is a firm favourite across the UK and 
a shade that appeals to all generations. Cashmere 
also allows you to use complementary or 
contrasting room decoration to equal effect.

Cartmel Ivory
Shaker Matt finish with Grain Detailing 

Add style, detail and light to your kitchen with 
Cartmel Ivory. Create a practical island that also 
works as a breakfast bar station.

Ivory

Mussel

Light Grey

Indigo

White

Dust Grey

Sage Green

Cashmere

Anthracite
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Cartmel Anthracite
Shaker Matt finish with Grain Detailing

Anthracite is a new addition to the Cartmel 
colour palette and contrasts beautifully with 
lighter worktop and wall choices. Introduce 
dresser units for function and feature.

Ivory

Mussel

Light Grey

Indigo

White

Dust Grey

Sage Green

Cashmere

Anthracite
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Cartmel Light Grey
Shaker Matt finish with Grain Detailing

Cartmel in Light Grey creates a contemporary 
kitchen to be proud of. Both light and dark 
worktop finishes pair to great effect with darker 
appliances adding a stunning contrast.

Ivory

Mussel

Light Grey

Indigo

White

Dust Grey

Sage Green

Cashmere

Anthracite
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Cartmel Sage Green
Shaker Matt finish with Grain Detailing 

Bring soothing pastel colour into 
your kitchen with the Cartmel 
Sage Green door. The introduction 
of glazed doors helps to maintain 
the open and light ambience.

Ivory

Mussel

Light Grey

Indigo

White

Dust Grey

Sage Green

Cashmere

Anthracite
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Cartmel Mussel
Shaker Matt finish with Grain Detailing

The more traditional tone of Mussel is ideal 
to accentuate the traditional element in the 
Cartmel door design. Oak accents can be 
integrated within Mussel both in furniture and 
worktop choices to create specific focal points.

Ivory

Mussel

Light Grey

Indigo

White

Dust Grey

Sage Green

Cashmere

Anthracite
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Cartmel
Paint to 
Order
What is paint to order?

Timeless in it’s design, Cartmel creates an elegant 
and welcoming environment in any home. Cartmel 
offers 9 stocked colour options but is also available 
in our hand painted option with 23 standard colours 
to choose from. We’ve split our colours into cool 
and warm palettes to make your choice easier 
while you’ve also got the option of choosing a truly 
bespoke colour with our colour match option. Simply 
get a swatch and reference of your favourite colour 
and we can make it happen.
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Cool Palette
Our cooler colour palette is in line with the 
current grey and blue trends. Using a tone 
from within one of these stylish colours, the 
Cartmel kitchen becomes a fusion of the old 
and the new, perfect for all ages.

Midnight Blue

Super 
White White Light

Grey
Silver
Grey

Dust
Grey Fjord DenimIndigo

Blue
Smoke

Blue

Onyx
Grey

Midnight
Blue

Chalkstone

Chalkstone Porcelain

Warm Palette
Choose Cartmel paint to order in one of our 
warm palette options and introduce some 
depth to your new kitchen.

French Grey

White Grey

Cashmere Mussel Dakar Stone
Grey

Sage 
Green

French
Grey LavaWhite

Grey
Taupe
Grey

Pebble
Grey
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The
Cambridge
Collection

Paint to 
Order

External
Curves

Choose the natural beauty and warmth of solid timber 
for your kitchen, personified by our Cambridge range. 
Colour options range from traditional oak through to 
the highly On-Trend tone of dust grey while Cambridge 
offers a vast array of accessories to create perfect 
features with. The simplicity of Cambridge allows you to 
create both traditional and modern looks, simply choose 
a handle to suit your taste and then indulge yourself in 
the likes of modern curves or traditional pilasters.
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Cambridge Create a feature 
display area with the 
use of glazed doors.

WAVE CHROME HANDLE
Add a touch of elegance to your 
Cambridge kitchen with the Wave 
handle. The simple chrome finish is 
an ideal contrast for the Cambridge 
real timber texture.

SPEKE SINK
Ceramic sinks are a great 
inclusion within a  traditional 
kitchen adding a touch of class 
and elegance.

PICKA PLINTH 
LED LIGHTING
Use plinth lighting to 
illuminate walkways 
and give your flooring 
a superior feel.

Carefully selected accessories 
chosen to inspire you when styling 
your Cambridge kitchen.

LUDLOW CHROME
Ludlow embraces the 
traditional aspect of the 
Cambridge door design 
with classic swan neck 
spout and twin levers with 
ceramic features.

Ivory

Mussel

Light Grey

Oak

Dust Grey

Designer Choices

Indigo
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Cambridge Ivory
Shaker Matt finish 

The gentle ivory tone is a perfect complement to 
the shaker style Cambridge door, with the natural 
grain of the timber remaining highly visible.

Cambridge Light Grey
Shaker Matt finish  

The distinctive shaker detail of the Cambridge 
door is heightened by the light grey tone. The 
straight lines of larders combine nicely with 
standard and extra tall curved doors.

Ivory

Mussel

Light Grey

Oak

Dust Grey

Indigo
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Cambridge Indigo
Shaker Matt finish 

The deep tone of Indigo in the Cambridge range 
makes a striking kitchen while the timber grain 
remains highly visible. Open shelving accelerates 
access and creates a “lived in” feel. 

Ivory

Mussel

Light Grey

Oak

Dust Grey

Indigo
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Cambridge Mussel & Oak
Shaker Matt finish 

Curved units soften straight lines and create a welcoming feel.

The soft pastel tone of Mussel creates 
a stunning kitchen with the Cambridge 
door. Integrate oak, either within the 
same station or separately. 

Ivory

Mussel

Light Grey

Oak

Dust Grey

Indigo
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Cambridge Dust Grey & Oak
Shaker Matt finish 

The slightly darker tone of Dust Grey 
creates a striking kitchen design 
together with the Cambridge door. 
Dust Grey is beautiful as a single 
colour or combined with Oak.

Ivory

Mussel

Light Grey

Oak

Dust Grey

Indigo
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Cambridge
Paint to 
Order
What is paint to order?

Enjoy the beauty of Cambridge’s natural timber in 
our 23 strong paint to order colour palette or choose 
a bespoke colour to make your kitchen truly unique 
to you. Your bespoke colour can be as bold or as 
conservative as you like from bright pink to muted 
grey, we can do anything you prescribe! The timber 
grain within Cambridge, a statement of quality is still 
apparent through any colour option, ensuring that 
your choice can be both unique and timeless.  
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Cool Palette
The Cambridge cool palette adds a 
contemporary touch to a traditional door 
with the timber grain remaining highly 
visible in any colour chosen.

Fjord

Super 
White White Light

Grey
Silver
Grey

Dust
Grey Fjord DenimIndigo

Blue
Smoke

Blue

Onyx
Grey

Midnight
Blue

Chalkstone PorcelainWarm Palette
Choose warmer tones with your chosen 
Cambridge design to personalise your 
kitchen even more.

Cashmere Mussel Dakar Stone
Grey

Sage 
Green

French
Grey LavaWhite

Grey
Taupe
Grey

Pebble
Grey

Pebble Grey
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The
Windsor
Collection

True timber is a guaranteed sign of quality and warmth within a 
kitchen, a trend that will never change. Our Windsor range is available 
in our paint to order service. The door also has a subtle beading 
placed on the shaker frame to add more traditional character to the 
design. Windsor offers a world of accessories including tongue and 
groove panels to accentuate the traditional feel within the kitchen.

Paint to 
Order

External
Curves
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Windsor

Designer Choices

BELFAST SINK
The timeless design 
of a Belfast Sink 
goes perfectly with a 
Windsor kitchen.

Mixing Windsor real timber 
French Grey with Light Grey 
is a beautiful contrast for 
your traditional kitchen.

LUDLOW TAP
Add a touch of Victorian charm 
to your Windsor kitchen with the 
Ludlow tap.

ELIPSE ANTIQUE COPPER
Add a rustic touch to Windsor 
with a copper handle.

CUTLERY TRAY
Our carbon fibre style 
cutlery trays are an 
excellent quality storage 
solution for your cutlery. 

Carefully selected 
accessories chosen to 
inspire you when styling 
your Windsor kitchen.

MANTELS
Mantels have stood the test of time 
in kitchen design; their popularity has 
reigned over the years. Add a mantel 
to give your Windsor kitchen a homely 
feel and frame your cooking space. 
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Windsor Denim
Shaker Matt finish 

Go pastel blue for a light and 
airy feel with definition and 
utilise the likes of barrel pilasters 
for traditional decoration.
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Cool Palette
Our cool palette is highly on trend with 
greys and blues highly prominent. They add 
a real contemporary feel to a traditional 
door as illustrated above with our popular 
Smoke Blue option.

Smoke Blue

Super 
White Chalkstone White Light

Grey
Silver
Grey

Dust
Grey Fjord DenimIndigo

Blue
Smoke

Blue

Onyx
Grey

Midnight
Blue

Porcelain

Warm Palette
Add warmth to your Windsor kitchen with 
one of our 11 colour choices. A variety of 
fashionable greys are augmented with greens 
and more neutral colours to help you create a 
kitchen to be proud of.

Porcelain

Cashmere Mussel Dakar Stone
Grey

Sage 
Green

French
Grey LavaWhite

Grey
Taupe
Grey

Pebble
Grey
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If you’ve chosen a traditional kitchen door 
shape or colour then it’s highly likely you’ll 
want to pair it with a traditionally styled 
handle. We’ve different shapes and sizes to 
suit your taste as well as different finishes 
on the handle. Look out for the new copper 
finish that’s highly on-trend at the moment 
and available in some of our most popular 
designs. Make sure your handle is that perfect 
finishing touch!    

Choose 
your handle

Imperial is available in polished chrome, 
distressed pewter & antique copper finishes.

1

2
3

4

6 7

8

5

9 10

1. Victorian (polished chrome)  2. Imperial (distressed pewter)  3. Cup (pewter)  4. Imperial (polished chrome)  5. Cup plus (polished chrome)  
6. Shaker (brushed steel)  7. Ribbed (antique brass)  8. Elipse (polished chrome)  9. Elipse (antique copper)  10. Ribbed knob (antique brass)
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Lighting

Mood lighting and task lighting are the order of the 
day in the kitchen as you look to create either more 
ambience or add practicality to workstations. Ensure 
you incorporate lighting at an early stage to minimise 
future disruption and to create a fully integrated 
kitchen. With LED product as standard, you can relax 
knowing it’s not going to cost the earth.

Steina Vectra LED
Integrate your lighting 
within cabinets to illuminate 
workstations seamlessly.
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Steina Faro LED

Picka Plinth Round LED

Steina Quadro LED Soldan Flexible LED Strip Lighting

Steina Downlight LED
The contemporary circular design 
of the Steina downlight can be 
used  within wall cabinets to 
create feature display units. LED 
technology means your light uses 
less energy and lasts longer.

Steina Kea LED
A classic light in the kitchen, the 
triangular styling of Kea is a timeless 
favourite in the UK. Use these 
typically underneath wall cabinets to 
provide additional task lighting. LED 
technology means your Kea light 
uses less energy and lasts longer.

Steina Stenza LED
Stenza lights are typically positioned 
under cabinets and shelving for 
minimalist design.

Picka Plinth Square LED

Picka Plinth Round LED
Steina Quadro LED
Quadro’s unique look makes it a 
design feature in your kitchen.

Steina LED Tube
Tube lighting maximises impact and 
is easily positioned under wall units. 

Soldan Flexible 
LED Strip Lighting
Flexible strip lighting can be cut 
to whatever size you need and is 
commonly used underneath wall 
cabinets and worktops, or on plinths 
to create additional ambience.

Steina Faro LED
Steina Faro lights are typically positioned 
subtly underneath wall cabinets. Their 
unobtrusive and minimalist design 
are a natural choice in contemporary 
kitchens and recommended as our 
brightest option.

Plinth Lights
Add plinth lights to the base of your 
kitchen units to add subtle ambience 
to the room. Illuminate your kitchen 
at night solely with plinth lights to 
create a ‘show house’ effect.
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Sinks
& Taps
The sink and tap area of your kitchen is a 
frequently used area so take time to choose 
products carefully that suit both your taste 
and your needs. From single to twin levers and 
stainless steel to ceramic sinks, our concise 
range has it covered.
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Sinks

Matrix
Bowl & half sink (LH)

Neron
Bowl & half sink

Neron
Single bowl sink

Matrix
Bowl & half sink (RH)

Quarry
Bowl & half undermount sink

Steam
Single bowl undermount sink

Alto Single 
bowl sink

Stainless Steel
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Sinks

Rufford
Single bowl sink (Black Composite)

Dunham
Bowl & half sink (Black Composite)

Dune
Bowl & half sink (Metallic Grey Composite)

Speke
Single bowl sink (ceramic)

Tatton
Bowl & half sink (ceramic)

Belfast
Single bowl sink (ceramic) Speckled ef ect
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1. Severn
2. Althia
3. Rissle
4. Linear Flair
5. Beck Chrome
6. Prime Single Lever

Taps
7. Beck Brushed
8. Ludlow pictured in    

Antique Bronze, also
 available in Chrome
9. Brock
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Smart Waste Don’t let waste be an afterthought in your new 
kitchen and choose an integrated solution, that also 
maximises your floor space. We’ve got 3 size options 
to suit the size and layout of your new kitchen.

Block 2.0 Single Bin 
35 Litre

Block 2.0 Double Bin 
2 x 35 Litre

Block 2.0 Quadrouple Bin 
2 x 35 Litre & 2 x 8 Litre
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Smart
Storage
Our innovative storage solutions allow you to capitalise 
on every inch of available space, including hard to 
access corners and crannies that previously would’ve 
been left gathering dust. On Trend offers 2 different 
product finishes with Elite, an anthracite finish with 
solid bases and Dynamic, a chrome or powder grey 
finish with wire baskets. Look for the super smooth 
soft close actions and make your new kitchen a slam 
free zone. 
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Combi Pull  Out Shelves
The Combi unit is available 
in Elite Anthracite and 
Dynamic Chrome.

Corner 
Solutions

3/4 Carousel with 2 Baskets
Available in Chrome.

1/2 Carousel with 2 Baskets
Available in Chrome.

Pull Out Corner Unit
This pull out corner unit is 
available in Elite Anthracite 
and Dynamic Chrome.
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Tall Larder Unit
The Tall Larder unit is 
available in Elite Anthracite 
and Dynamic Powder Grey.

Larders 
& Pantries

Larder 

attached to 

door, opens as 

complete unit.

Dynamic Mid Height Pantry
Available in Powder Grey & Chrome finish.

Maxima Pull Out Unit
The tall Maxima unit is available in Elite 
Anthracite or Dynamic Powder Grey finish.

Single Dynamic Pull Out Baskets.
Available in Chrome finish.

Pantry 

attached to 

door, opens as 

complete unit.
Larder opens 

separately for 

easy access.
Baskets open 

individually at 

different

 levels.
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Smart 
Larder
SmartLarder is one of our most popular 
storage solutions, maximising your space 
with an integrated design. SmartLarder 
incorporates 5 drawers, meaning your 
kitchen essentials are easy to grab and 
put away. It’s a fashionable alternative to 
the more conventional pull out wirework 
with soft close as standard.

150mm Pull Out Base
The 150mm pull out base is 
available in Elite Anthracite and 
Dynamic Chrome.

300mm Pull Out Base
The 300mm pull out base is available in Elite 
Anthracite and Dynamic Chrome.

150mm Dynamic Towel Rail
The Dynamic Towel Rail is 
available in Chrome.

Base Units
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Under Sink Pull Out
The under sink pull out is 
available in Chrome with 
grey tray included.

Sink Unit

150mm & 300mm Wine Racks
Both wine racks are available in Chrome.

Scoop Cutlery Tray
Available in Grey.

Excellent Cutlery Tray
Available in Anthracite Carbon fibre effect.

Cutlery Trays
& Wine Racks
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We recommend the following door 
cleaning instructions for all of our doors:

•  Clean the doors using only a solution  
of 95% lukewarm water with no more 
than 5% soap.

•  DO NOT spray anything on to your 
doors, this includes the solution 
recommended above.

•  Use a clean damp (not wet) cloth
•  Dry with a soft clean cloth. If it is a 

timber door, run the cloth along the 
grain direction.

•  Any cooking marks must be wiped 
immediately.

•  Do not allow liquids to seep into 
joints of doors. Wipe any spillages 
immediately.

DO NOT use any of the products listed 
below to clean the door as they may mark 
and damage the surface:

•  Wax furniture polish
•  Bleach / chlorine based 
    cleaning products
•  Abrasive cleaners
•  Solvents
•  Multi-purpose cleaners
•  Alcohol based cleaners
•  Ammonia or any other similar product
•  Scouring pads or abrasive cloths

Environmental Information:
Please be aware, localised or intense 
heat/steam can damage fascias. 
Subsequently the use of small 
appliances such as kettles, toasters 
etc. in close proximity to your kitchen 
fascias should be avoided. Doors 
should not be exposed to extreme 
temperature changes. Due to their 
manufacturing process, vinyl doors 
must not be exposed to temperatures 
above 70ºC as this may cause damage 
to the door’s surface.

Kitchen Door
Care Instructions

Due to the limitations on photographic reproduction, colours may differ slightly from the actual products shown.

DATE OF PRINT/RELEASE: July 2021

Our doors are certified in accordance with the rules of 
The Forest Stewardship Council®.

The On-Trend Kitchen Collection



Your new 
kitchen, 
made simple.

MLS KITCHENS
Phone: 0845 556 3780
Email: enquiries@mlskitchens.co.uk 
Web: www.mlskitchensmanchester.co.uk

Address:
Unit 4
Fivefold Industrial Estate
Vale Drive
Oldham
OL9 6TP

The On-Trend Kitchen Collection




